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Abstract

To realize negative thermal expansion (NTE), porous composites made of

two materials with different coefficients of thermal expansion are being ac-

tively researched. NTE can be realized by taking advantage of the thermal

deformation mechanisms of a composite material’s internal geometry. How-

ever, in addition to negative thermal expansion, materials with anisotropic

and large positive thermal expansion are also desirable for various applica-

tions. Also, additive manufacturing provides new ways to fabricate compos-

ites by layering multiple materials at arbitrary points in three-dimensional

space. In this study, we developed a design methodology for porous com-

posites, which showed defined thermal expansion characteristics, including

negative and positive thermal expansion as well as isotropic and anisotropic

thermal expansion. Our approach was tested based on the fabrication of a
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multi-material photopolymer by additive manufacturing. The internal ge-

ometries required to produce such characteristics were designed by topology

optimization, which is the most effective structural optimization method for

realizing macroscopic inward deformation and for maintaining stiffness. The

designed structures were converted to three-dimensional models and fabri-

cated by multi-material photopolymer additive manufacturing. Using laser

scanning dilatometry, we measured the thermal expansion of these specimens,

revealing well-ordered thermal expansion, from anisotropic positive thermal

expansion to anisotropic negative thermal expansion, over a wide range of

about −3× 10−4K−1 to 1× 10−3K−1.

Keywords: Polymer-matrix composites (PMCs), Thermomechanical,

Computational modelling, Finite element analysis (FEA), Additive

manufacturing

1. Introduction

Thermal expansion is an important phenomenon in many applications.

A large positive thermal expansion (PTE) is useful in thermal actuators and

medical vessel dilators that operate based on human body temperature. A

negative thermal expansion (NTE) is useful for canceling the thermal ex-

pansion of ordinary materials in high-temperature or high-precision devices.

Because naturally occurring NTE is rare, materials that exhibit NTE have

drawn considerable attention (e.g. [1, 2, 3]). However, NTE is limited to

specific perovskite ceramics and tuning of NTE performance remains chal-

lenging.

Another way to realize NTE is by constructing a porous composite of
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two materials with different coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE). This

approach can realize an effective (macroscopic average) NTE because of the

internal geometry of the composite. For example, as the temperature rises,

the system may exhibit inward deformation toward voids in the internal ge-

ometry, induced by bending of layers of materials that show different thermal

expansion such as bimetals. Both theoretical and experimental studies of ma-

terials with negative thermal expansion and their internal structures, have

been performed [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].

The design of the internal structure of porous composites, which allow for

inward deformation, must consider the thermal deformation of the compos-

ite materials, which is related to their stiffness and CTE. Numerical struc-

tural optimization could be a powerful way to design complicated structures,

because it allows for automatic structural optimization through numerical

structural analysis and optimization techniques. In particular, topology op-

timization can be used to fundamentally optimize the target structure, in-

cluding the number of void spaces[14]. This approach could be used in the

design of composite materials and structures [4, 11, 12, 15]. Some studies

have used topology optimization to tune the negative thermal expansion of

materials based on their internal geometry [4, 11, 12]. Although these ap-

proaches can generate structures that match arbitrary performance targets,

the study of CTE topology optimization has been limited to isotropic NTE

behavior. However, devices that require only axial NTE or an extra-large

PTE might also have valuable applications.

On the experimental side, additive manufacturing and rapid prototyping

have been used [16] to produce detailed 3D structures. Recent developments
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in technology have improved the manufacturing accuracy and the level of

detail possible in 3D composites and porous materials to a scale of about

10µm. Such small-scale fabrication can be used to develop novel composite

materials [15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Additive manufacturing could be another

approach that can easily produce multi-material composites by controlling

the location of the supplied material. This is a simpler process for the fabri-

cation of NTE porous composites, which usually requires involved techniques

such as micro-fabrication by co-extrusion and reduction sintering [6] or mi-

croelectromechanical fabrication [10]. Thus, additive manufacturing could

be an effective way to simply fabricate porous composites that show NTE

behavior [12, 13].

In the present study, we developed a design methodology for porous com-

posites with arbitrary thermal-expansion characteristics derived from their

internal geometry. For the first time we also examined NTE together with

isotropic and anisotropic, extra-large effective PTE behaviors in these struc-

tures. We used a numerical topology optimization based on the finite element

method (FEM), to design the internal geometry and maximize the macro-

scopic inward or outward deformation while maintaining a certain stiffness.

Test pieces with the designed internal structure were fabricated from a pho-

topolymer by additive manufacturing. The internal thermal expansion of the

test pieces was verified by measuring their thermal deformation with a laser

scanning dilatometer.
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2. Theoretical background of design methodology

2.1. Mechanics of porous composites

Here, we investigate the thermal expansion of a porous composite having

an internal structure with a periodic layout in a plane using FEM. We assume

that the thermal expansion of the material’s internal structure follows linear

elastic theory:

σij = Cijkl(ϵkl −∆Tαkl) = Cijklβkl, (1)

where σ, C, ϵ, α, and β are the stress tensor, elastic tensor, strain tensor,

CTE tensor, and thermal stress tensor, and ∆T is the temperature change

from a reference temperature. The displacement u is related to the strain by

ϵ = 1
2

{
∇u+ (∇u)T

}
. By solving this equation though FEM, after setting

appropriate boundary conditions, one can determine the displacement distri-

bution of the internal geometry of the porous composite caused by thermal

expansion.

The effective physical properties of a porous material with a repeating

unit cell can be calculated by numerical homogenization [22, 23, 24]. The

effective elastic tensor CH , CTE tensor αH , and thermal stress tensor βH of

the periodic structure composed of a unit cell Y are calculated as:

CH
ijkl =

1

|Y |

∫
Y

(
Cijkl − Cijpq

∂χkl
p

∂yq

)
dY, (2)

αH
ij = [CH

ijkl]
−1βH

pq = [CH
ijkl]

−1 1

|Y |

∫
Y

(
βpq − Cpqkl

∂ψk

∂yl

)
dY, (3)

where χ and ψ are the values of displacement obtained by solving the prob-
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lem of Y -periodic cells expressed as:∫
Y

Cijpq

(
δpkδql −

∂χkl
p

∂yq

)
∂vi
∂yj

dY = 0, (4)∫
Y

(
βij − Cijkl

∂ψk

∂yl

)
∂vi
∂yj

dY = 0, (5)

where v is an arbitrary test function. As for Eq. (1), these equations are

solved by FEM.

2.2. Optimization methodology

The internal geometry of the porous composite was designed by opti-

mizing its thermal deformation. We set the unit base shape of the internal

geometry to be a square domain and allocated two types of photopolymers

and void space. We designed the internal geometry of the solid isotropic

material with penalization (SIMP)-based multiphase topology optimization

[4, 25]. The approach lays out the three phases, i.e., the two materials and

void space, in the specified domain by defining two artificial density functions

ϕ1 and ϕ2 (0 < ϕ1, ϕ2 ≤ 1) on a fixed design domain. The elastic modulus

and CTE were formulated as functions of ϕ1 and ϕ2, which represent the

existence of the materials and their type, respectively, to physically relate

these functions to the target optimization. Hence the local Young’s modulus

and CTE of the designed target domain are represented as:

E(ϕ1, ϕ2) = ϕ3
1 {ϕ2E1 + (1− ϕ2)E2} , (6)

α(ϕ2) = ϕ2α1 + (1− ϕ2)α2, (7)

where E1, E2, α1, and α2 are the Young’s modulus and CTE of photopolymers

1 and 2, respectively. In other words, after updating the functions ϕ1 and ϕ2
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Figure 1: Outline of the domain representation by multi-material topology optimization.

with an optimization algorithm, the resulting values of ϕ1 ≈ 1 and ϕ2 ≈ 1

indicate the existence of photopolymer 1, ϕ1 ≈ 1 and ϕ2 ≈ 0 indicate the

existence of photopolymer 2, and ϕ1 ≈ 0 indicates the existence of a void at

a position x in the fixed design domain, as shown in Fig. 1. These values

are set to be either 0 or 1 in the optimization settings, as intermediate values

are not resulted.

We optimized the effective CTE using the displacement of the internal

geometry obtained by solving Eq.(1) in the objective function. A typical

choice of objective function in CTE design is the effective thermal stress ten-

sor [4, 12] instead of the effective CTE. The effective CTE itself is not suitable

as an objective function because it contains the inverse of the effective stiff-

ness tensor and produces geometry with insufficient stiffness. However, in a

few cases, a structure with a negative effective stress tensor does not exhibit

inward deformation during optimization, because the effective stress tensor

represents the average stress of the internal geometry. Thus, we introduced

the displacement of the connected parts of the internal geometry as a more
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direct objective function used to realize inward or outward deformation.

Topology optimization that considers only the deformation of the internal

geometry could produce a structure with very low stiffness, which would be

unsuitable for fabrication and experiments. We thus intended to maintain a

certain effective stiffness while maximizing the inward or outward deforma-

tion by setting the multi-objective function as:

minimize
ϕ1,ϕ2

J(ϕ1, ϕ2) = −w ∗ CH
iiii + (1− w) ∗

∫
Ωdef

aiuidx (i = 1, 2), (8)

where a is a vector deciding the sign and component of the displacement

used in the objective function.

A flowchart of the optimization procedure is shown in Fig. 2. We first

calculated the effective physical properties and the objective function in Eq.

(8), using FEM. Because the density function was updated by gradient-based

algorithms, the first-order gradient of the objective function was then calcu-

lated using the adjoint method [26]. The density functions ϕ1 and ϕ2 were

updated by the method of moving asymptotes (MMA) [27] during the first

optimization stage. In the second stage, to obtain a clear shape that avoided

intermediate values, the density function was updated using the phase field

method [28].

3. Design of internal geometry

3.1. Materials

On the basis of the numerical design methodology described above, we de-

signed the internal geometry of the photopolymer composite. The test pieces
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Set an initial value of density functions φ1 and φ2

Use FEM to calculate:
a) displacement u by solving Eq. (1).
b) effective elastic tensor CH by solving 

Eqs. (2) and (4).
c) adjoint variables for sensitivity analysis.

Converged?

End
Yes

No

Update density functions
φ1 and φ2 using MMA

Update density functions
φ1 and φ2 using 

phase field method

Is the iteration in the early stage?

Yes No

Calculate the objective function and the constraints 
and their sensitivities based on FEM results.

Figure 2: Flowchart of the topology optimization procedure.
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were fabricated with an Objet Connex 500 (Stratasys Ltd., USA), a commer-

cial photopolymerization machine capable of multi-material 3D printing with

a build resolution 600× 600× 1600 dpi (xyz), 0.016 mm layer thickness and

approximately 0.05-mm shape accuracy. The machine produced 3D struc-

tures through ink-jet printing, which involved spraying a liquid photopolymer

onto a build tray in thin layers, which were then exposed to ultraviolet light

to solidify the photopolymer. By depositing different materials at locations

defined by the optimized design, we fabricated multi-material composites.

When producing structures from multiple materials, a rigid material, such a

rubber-like material, and several admixtures of materials can be used. Fig-

ure 3 shows a simple model fabricated from two materials indicated by their

black and white color. The interface of the materials was approximately 0.5

mm thick formed from a graded mixture of the two materials to ensure a

strong connection. The fabrication of the functional part was achieved by

combining the two materials in small dots to achieve a mixing state, similar

to color mixing in the paper inkjet printing. Following our previous work [12],

we used VeroWhitePlus RGD835 and FLX9895-DM, which is an admixture

of VeroWhitePlus and TangoBlackPlus [29], because this combination could

produce the desired stiffness and CTE difference in the temperature range

of room temperature to 40 ◦C. Table 1 lists the relevant CTEs and Young’s

moduli. To produce a negative effective CTE at 40 ◦C, i.e., the temperature

corresponding to the maximum CTE difference between the materials, we

set the Young’s modulus and CTE used in the optimization based on the

average measured physical properties:
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E1 = 290MPa, E2 = 5.0MPa, α1 = 1.0× 10−4K−1 and α2 = 1.2× 10−4K−1.

(9)

5mm

5mm

Figure 3: Example of an object fabricated from black and white materials by multi-

material photopolymer additive manufacturing device.

Table 1: Measured Young’s modulus and CTE of the VeroWhitePlus RGD835 and

FLX9895-DM photopolymers. n = 3 for each temperature [12].

VeroWhitePlus RGD835 FLX9895-DM
Temperature

(◦C)
Young’s modulus

(MPa)
CTE

(×10−5K−1)
Young’s modulus

(MPa)
CTE

(×10−5K−1)

20 1996.2± 111.2 - 67.8± 2.4 -

30 1023.3± 228.0 7.14± 0.85 13.0± 5.4 8.00± 1.64

40 288.5± 34.6 8.96± 1.56 3.8± 0.8 10.53± 3.10

3.2. Topology optimization

We considered three design cases: case 1, anisotropic NTE (ANTE); case

2, isotropic extra-large positive thermal expansion (IPTE); case 3, anisotropic

extra-large PTE (APTE). We expected the order of the axial CTEs to be

APTE>IPTE>bulk materials>INTE[12]>ANTE.
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Figure 4 shows the design domain. The basic shape of the designed

internal geometry is defined as a unit square. The domains evaluating the

displacement are defined as the center of the boundaries. For the anisotropic

design, only the side domains are activated. For the isotropic design, both

the upper and lower domains are activated.

Design domain of anisotropic caseDesign domain of isotropic cases

Deformation evaluation domain of
PTE cases and its evaluation direction

Deformation evaluation domain of 
NTE case and its evaluation direction

1
0
−
���

= ������a

1
0

�
	
= ���
�a

1
0

��	
= ������a

1
0
−
���

= ������a
0
1

��	
= ������a

0
1

���
= ���

−
���a

1
0

�
�
= ���
�a

1
0
−
���

= ������a

(a) (b) (c)

x
y

Figure 4: Design domain of each design case. (a) ANTE case, (b) IPTE case, (c) APTE

case. The size of the blue and red displacement evaluation domains is 0.2×0.01. In other

domains, a = 0.

For the isotropic design, symmetry is assumed along the center and diago-

nal lines of the square design domain. For the anisotropic design, symmetry

is assumed on the centerlines. Thus, distributions of ϕ1 and ϕ2 are opti-

mized only on the 1/8 domain in the isotropic case and the 1/4 domain in

the anisotropic case, as shown in Fig. 4. These symmetries in the internal

geometries are not fundamentally required when designing effective CTEs.

Rather, we introduced the symmetry to simplify the optimal geometry, make
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fabrication easier, and narrow the design space to effectively search for an

optimal solution. We also introduced a forced void domain (marked by gray

dots), in which no material can exist, to maintain sufficient space for thermal

deformation.

We performed the topology optimization using random distributions of ϕ1

and ϕ2 as the initial shapes. All FEM calculations during optimization were

performed with the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics. The first

200 iterations of MMA were based on a 60×60 mesh for the finite element

analysis and discretization of ϕ1 and ϕ2. We performed another 100 MMA

and 100 phase field method optimizations based on a 120×120 mesh for

some cases. Figure 5 (d,g,j) shows the final converged solution for each case.

For comparison, this figure also shows the isotropic NTE (INTE) structure

derived in [12]. We then obtained 3D data in STL format by extruding the

two-dimensional (2D) optimal shape in the thickness direction. The 2D views

of the STL models are shown in Fig. 5 (e,h,k). The hinge-like parts, which

could not likely be fabricated, were replaced by thicker soft photopolymer

and isolated parts were removed. The free thermal deformation shapes of

these models are shown in Fig. 5 (f,i,h).
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Rigid and lower CTE material
(VeroWhitePlus RGD835)

Soft and Higher CTE material
(FLX9895-DM)

Design domain Modified part Original shape

Forced void domain

Figure 5: Optimal configurations and 2D views of the STL models. (a), (d), (g), (j): Orig-

inal results of topology optimization. Pink dotted lines indicate the optimized domains.

Gray dotted lines indicate the forced void domain used to maintain the deformation range.

(b), (e), (h), (k): 2D views of the STL models generated from the topology optimization.

Blue dotted circles indicate the modified parts. (c),(f),(i),(l): Thermal deformation shapes

obtained from reanalyzing the STL models. Green lines indicate the original shape. (a)–

(c): INTE case [12]. (d)–(f): ANTE case. (g)–(i): IPTE case. (j)–(l): IPTE case.
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The main driving force for inward and outward deformation is the bend-

ing deformation of a bilayer whose materials have different CTEs. Because

the two materials have different CTEs, a bilayer shows bending deformation

similar to that of bimetals. These parts are connected by rigid and hinge-like

joints. The rigid joints transfer the bending moments to other parts of the

structure. The hinge joints help to enlarge the bending deformation, acting

as linkages. This kind of deformation mechanism could be discussed in the

context of a compliant mechanism [30, 31]. Figure 6 shows a diagram of

each mechanism featuring bending and rigid bars as well as rigid and hinge

joints. The two anisotropic mechanisms are basically identical, with the top

and bottom parts generating compression on both sides and a linkage moving

inward or outward. The direction of movement is decided only by the initial

angle of the side parts. The inward and outward angles correspond to motion

in the same direction.
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Bending

Move inside Bending

Move
inside

Move 
outsideBending

Move 
outside Bending

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Hinge joint
Rigid joint

Original shape Deformed shape

Figure 6: Diagrams showing the mechanisms of the optimal composites. (a) INTE mech-

anism, (b) ANTE mechanism, (c) IPTE mechanism, (d) APTE mechanism.

Table 2 shows the effective planar mechanical properties of each opti-

mal structure obtained with the homogenization method, based on finite

element analysis, on the STL models, with the material properties shown

in Eq. (9). The x-directional CTE matched well with the expected order

of APTE>IPTE>bulk materials>INTE[12]>ANTE. The anisotropic cases
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performed better because of their broader acceptable design space. The

anisotropic case must consider only horizontal deformation, while the isotropic

cases must consider both horizontal and vertical deformations. The anisotropic

case can use a larger bilayer structure, to generate greater bending deforma-

tion. However, all of these structures have a common drawback: low stiffness

owing to their hinge-like joints.

Table 2: Summary of effective CTE and stiffness of the test pieces, obtained by the

homogenization method.

Effective CTE(K−1) Effective stiffness tensor (MPa)

Cases αH
11 αH

22 CH
1111 CH

1122 CH
2222 CH

1212

INTE[12] −3.53× 10−5 −3.53× 10−5 4.12× 10−2 −1.01× 10−2 4.12× 10−2 1.90× 10−3

ANTE −1.37× 10−4 9.70× 10−5 1.53× 10−2 −6.88× 10−2 12.23 4.35× 10−3

IPTE 2.68× 10−4 2.68× 10−4 4.50× 10−2 −9.58× 10−2 4.50× 10−2 2.93× 10−4

APTE 4.35× 10−4 9.67× 10−5 7.07× 10−3 4.66× 10−2 8.98 1.68× 10−2

4. Experiment

4.1. Fabrication of test pieces

We measured the thermal deformation using laser scanning, which is suit-

able even for relatively large specimens. The laser scanner was an SL-1600A

(Shinagawa Refractories Co., Ltd.), which measures the axial thermal defor-

mation of rod-shaped specimens.

By arranging the eight base STLs, as shown in Fig. 5, in two lines, we

constructed the STL model of the test piece. The dimensions of each internal

structure were 10 × 10 × 10mm, and the total dimensions of the test piece

were 40× 20× 10mm. Figure 7 shows an outline and close-up pictures of a
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fabricated test piece for each case. A close-up picture of the internal geometry

shows that we produced a shape similar to the original STL model, including

two key parts: the bi-material layer and the hinge joints.

2mm(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: Picture of a test piece. (a) Outline view. (b–d) Close-up view corresponding to

the ANTE, IPTE, and APTE cases.

4.2. Measurement of CTE

The thermal expansion of the long sides of test pieces was measured for

n = 3 samples in the temperature range of room temperature to 50 ◦C, at

a heating rate of 1 ◦C/min. Figure 8 shows the measured strains for the
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ANTE, IPTE, and APTE cases. Initially the thermal expansion showed

a linear relationship with temperature and the corresponding CTEs were

calculated from the gradient of the approximately straight lines. However,

the linear region of each case was small because of the unstable physical

properties of the original materials, as described in a previous study [12].

Beyond the linear region, the proposed design framework is not applicable

and further experimental studies are required to characterize the behavior.

Figure 9 summarizes the approximated CTE values in order together with

the analysis results of the CTE shown in Table 2. The CTE values followed

the order APTE>IPTE>bulk materials>INTE[12]>ANTE, from both our

analysis and experiments, as we predicted. However, there were some large

differences between the analysis and experimental results. Moreover, the per-

formance of the fabricated porous material varied widely. These effects might

be caused by the very low stiffness of the test pieces and the unstable prop-

erties of the bulk materials, as shown in Table 1. Consequently, our results

show that although some issues have to be addressed our proposed design

framework can be used for quantitative design of the thermal expansion of

porous photopolymer composites.
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Figure 8: Axial strain of test pieces measured by laser scanning dilatometry. (a) ANTE

case, (b) IPTE case, (c) APTE case. Three test pieces were fabricated for each case and

the thermal expansion measured once for each. Data from the three measurements are

shown in each case. The heating rate was 1 ◦C/min. The temperature range was room

temperature to 50 ◦C.
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Figure 9: Measured effective CTEs in each case. APTE case: (1.04 ± 0.21) × 10−3K−1.

IPTE case: (6.43± 0.87)× 10−4 K−1. INTE case [12]: (−1.14± 0.03)× 10−4 K−1. ANTE

case: (−3.35 ± 0.83) × 10−4 K−1. Analysis results shown in Table 2 are also plotted for

comparison.

5. Conclusion

Using multi-material topology optimization and photopolymer additive

manufacturing, we developed a design methodology for porous composites

with arbitrary thermal expansion and studied cases of anisotropic NTE,

isotropic PTE, and anisotropic PTE. The validity of the methodology was

confirmed by experimental testing. The mechanism allowing arbitrary ef-

fective thermal expansion derives from a bi-layer bending component and

rigid and hinge-like joints. The optimal 2D internal geometries were con-

verted to STL models, which were then fabricated as test pieces. The ther-

mal expansion of the samples was measured with laser scanning dilatometry.

The measured effective CTE values varied in the order APTE>IPTE>bulk

materials>0>INTE[12]>ANTE. The anisotropic materials had higher PTE
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and NTE because they could make use of a larger space than that of the

isotropic material. The minimum and maximum effective CTEs were about

−3 × 10−4K−1 and 1 × 103K−1, respectively. Hence, we designed materials

showing CTE with a wide range of values, −300% to 1000% of the original

bulk materials.

However, direct application of these composites remains difficult ow-

ing to some drawbacks. First, the materials feature unstable temperature-

dependent physical properties. We could not precisely control the effective

CTE in this work. This difficulty arises from the strongly temperature-

dependent and variable physical properties of the photopolymer. To under-

stand the temperature dependent phenomena of the composites more detailed

experiment are required, such as tracking thermal deformation with a cam-

era and image processing. The second drawback is the very low stiffness

caused by the hinge-like part of the internal structure and the low stiffness

of the rubber like material. These issues may be solved though metal ad-

ditive manufacturing with multi-material fabrication function such as direct

energy deposition [32, 33] and ultrasonic consolidation [34, 35]. The designs

obtained in this research are not directly applicable to different materials.

However, our proposed methodology can generate alternative appropriate

optimal geometries depending on the orbital material properties settings.

The use of two kinds of metals having different CTEs with little temperature

dependence would likely allow for more exact design of the effective CTE,

including a zero CTE, over in wider temperature range, while maintaining

the stiffness of the composite.
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